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In data warehousing, Extract, Transform, and Load (ETL) processes are in charge of extracting the data from
the data sources that will be contained in the data warehouse. Their design and maintenance is thus a
cornerstone in any data warehouse development project. Due to their relevance, the quality of these pro-
cesses should be formally assessed early in the development in order to avoid populating the data ware-
house with incorrect data. To this end, this paper presents a set of measures with which to evaluate the
structural complexity of ETL process models at the conceptual level. This study is, moreover, accompa-
nied by the application of formal frameworks and a family of experiments whose aim is to theoretical
and empirically validate the proposed measures, respectively. Our experiments show that the use of
these measures can aid designers to predict the effort associated with the maintenance tasks of ETL pro-
cesses and to make ETL process models more usable. Our work is based on Unified Modeling Language
(UML) activity diagrams for modeling ETL processes, and on the Framework for the Modeling and Evalua-
tion of Software Processes (FMESP) framework for the definition and validation of the measures.

� 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In the 1990s, Inmon [15] coined the term data warehouse (DW)
as being an integrated collection of subject-oriented data in the
support of decision making. The components of a DW are usually
depicted as a multi-layer architecture in which data from one layer
are derived from data of the previous layer as shown in Fig. 1.
Importantly, the integration of data sources is achieved through
the use of ETL (Extract, Transform, and Load) processes (see Integra-
tion Layer in Fig. 1). Such processes are responsible for the extrac-
tion of the data from a variety of heterogeneous data sources, for
the transformation of these data (conversion, cleaning, etc.) and
their loading into the DW. It is therefore extensively recognized
that the appropriate design and maintenance of the ETL processes
are key factors in the success of DW projects [21,41,42].

However, in practice, designing and maintaining ETL processes
may be extremely complex, prone to failure, and time consuming
[39]. Indeed, it has been argued that ETL processes are costly and
one of the most important parts of a DW development [15,45]. In
[38], it is reported that the cost of ETL and data cleaning tools is
estimated to be at least a third of the efforts and budget expenses
of a DW.
ll rights reserved.
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Bearing these consideration in mind, a first step towards ame-
liorating the design and maintenance of ETL processes is the adop-
tion of approaches for both the conceptual modeling and logical
design of ETL processes for DWs [24,40,44–46,48]. Within these
approaches, several design guides have been proposed to address
the complexity of ETL processes. However, most of the time, guides
are not enough, since they can help designers in their work, but
they imply rather subjective decisions [33], and this can lead to dif-
ficult-to-maintain ETL processes, which could pose serious DW
loading performance problems. In order to overcome this inherent
subjectivity of quality, mechanisms are required with which to
objectively measure the quality of ETL process models. Further-
more, the quality of ETL processes should be considered early on
the development in order to anticipate design and maintenance
decisions.

Despite these risks, the vast majority of the works related to
DW quality focus on product quality, and ignore the quality assess-
ment of ETL processes. In the most prominent literature related to
this topic, very few approaches have been found [1,36,47,48] in
which quality measures for ETL processes are presented. Moreover,
the proposed measures of those approaches have not been vali-
dated in either a formal or an empirical manner.

In order to overcome this scenario, this paper describes and val-
idate a set of measures with which to evaluate the usability and
ease of maintenance of the conceptual models of ETL processes,
starting from the hypothesis that low usability and low ease of
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Fig. 1. Multi-layer architecture of data warehouses.
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maintenance of ETL conceptual models influence their global qual-
ity, and may, therefore, have a critical impact on the development
of the DWs (higher costs in both resources and time). The measures
were defined by using the FMESP framework (Framework for the
Modeling and Evaluation of Software Processes) [13]. FMESP is a
modeling framework for measuring the software process, in which
models are based on Software Process Engineering Metamodel Spec-
ification (SPEM) [26]. However, owing to its generality and flexibil-
ity we have adapted it to the evaluation of ETL process models at
the conceptual level. It is worth noting that the defined measures
can be applied to any ETL modeling framework, but in order to bet-
ter exemplify our work we have used our approach for the concep-
tual modeling of ETL processes presented in [24], which is based on
Unified Modeling Language (UML) activity diagrams. UML activity
diagrams have been proved to provide a suitable representation
of ETL processes, e.g. permitting us to represent their dynamic as-
pects. Moreover, the proposal presented in [24] is framed within a
global proposal to undertake the development of the DW with
Model Drive Architecture (MDA) [27], in which different layers of
the DW architecture are considered [22,23,29] in order to develop
the DW in a systematic and automated manner.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2
outlines related work. In Section 3, the proposed measures are de-
fined for the conceptual level of ETL process models. A theoretical
validation is presented in Section 4. Section 5 explains in detail our
empirical validation of the proposed measures. Section 6 presents a
global analysis of the results. Finally, conclusions and future works
are outlined in Section 7.
2. Related work

DW quality may be influenced by database management sys-
tem quality, data quality and data model quality (which can be
considered at different levels: conceptual, logical and physical)
[35]. This section is focused on giving a general overview of the last
two aspects.

2.1. Quality measures for data models

With regard to the measures for data models, several proposals
appear in literature [4,28,32,34,35]. These are good approaches to-
wards the measurement of DWs; nevertheless, they are incom-
plete, since they are not part of a quality model that allows
designers to use them in an objective and systematic manner.
One exception to this is the work presented in [17], in which the
authors describe the Data Warehouse Quality (DWQ) model. DWQ
attempts to assure the quality of the stored data in order to im-
prove the use of the DW by evaluating certain quality dimensions,
in particular, the data quality. Nevertheless, the DW architecture is
composed of several layers [23] and we consider that the quality of
DWs should cover all of them. Unfortunately, none of these propos-
als evaluates the quality of ETL processes.

2.2. Quality measure of ETL processes

Some works concerning the quality measurement of ETL pro-
cesses exist. In [47] an ETL setting is modeled by means of a dia-
grammatic notation and relevant measures over the diagram
nodes are introduced. In [48] the same authors define a collection
of measures which evaluate the workflow of the ETL processes. On
the other hand, regarding data integration for ETL processes, the
measures can be placed in the following categories [36]: data
types, conformity of data domain, statistical characteristics of data
set (maximum value, minimum value, etc.) and reference relations.
In [1], a proposal to verify the consistency of the data that are
loaded in the DW is presented. The Shannon entropy [37] is calcu-
lated in partitions that are produced by a set of attributes. This
shows that these values can be used as problem indicators in the
data extraction process. Nevertheless, a formal or empirical valida-
tion for the proposed measures has not been carried out in any of
these approaches. The aim of this paper is to fill in these gaps. We
therefore present and validate a set of measures with which to as-
sess the ease of maintenance of ETL process conceptual models
which, as is argued, has a direct impact on the entire DW quality.
3. Measures for the conceptual modeling of ETL processes

A first step towards obtaining quality ETL processes is the defi-
nition of development approaches in which the importance of
defining conceptual models is highlighted [44,45]. However, as
previously presented, most of the current proposals for designing
ETL processes still delegate the quality of conceptual models in
the experience of the designer which may not be sufficient to guar-
antee the quality of ETL processes since human decisions are rather
subjective.

As conceptual models of ETL processes are software artifacts,
their structural properties (such as structural complexity) have
an impact on its cognitive complexity as stated in [7]. Cognitive
complexity means the mental burden on those who have to deal
with the artifact (e.g. developers, testers, maintainers). High cogni-
tive complexity of an artifact reduces several desirable properties
(such as understandability, or modifiability) and negatively affects
external quality attributes (such as its usability and maintainabil-
ity) as is defined in the ISO9126 standard [16].
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Therefore, potential relationships that may exist between the
structural properties of conceptual models of ETL processes and
their quality factors must be investigated. To this aim, we have
develop a set of objective measures for quality assessment by
means of measuring the structural properties of conceptual mod-
els for ETL processes. If we take into account that any software
process model (such as a conceptual model of an ETL process)
with a high degree of structural complexity is less usable and
much more difficult to maintain, hence these measures can be
considered a good usability and maintainability indicator. This
hypothesis transposes the relationship between structural com-
plexity and both usability and maintainability of software artifacts
[7] to the domain of software processes, as depicted in Fig. 2. As
we can observe in this figure, our measures evaluate different
structural properties of a conceptual model of ETL processes,
namely size, complexity, and coupling, according to the theoreti-
cal validation results obtained by applying the Briand et al. frame-
work [5] (see Section 4). Accordingly, these structural properties
affect usability and maintainability of conceptual models of ETL
processes. It is worth noting that usability is defined in the ISO
9126 standard as an attribute that evaluates the necessary effort
that must be made in order to use a model, while maintainability
refers to attributes that measure the required effort to carry out
modifications in a model. In this work, we have specifically
focused on studying if the defined measures for conceptual mod-
els of ETL processes affect one relevant external quality attribute
of the usability: understandability (i.e. easiness with which the
model can be understood); and one relevant external quality
attribute of the maintainability: modifiability (i.e. easiness with
which the model can be modified due to possible errors, specific
modification requests or new requirements).

Our approach for defining measures for ETL processes adapts
the FMESP [13] for measurement of software process model, since
it helps us to determine a set of measures which would be useful in
the maintenance of software process models through the evalua-
tion of their structural complexity. Then, the proposed measures
can be empirically validated in this sense of [5] where it is stated
that a measure is valid if it is proven that it gauges what is pro-
posed to measure and there is an accumulation of convincing
evidence that shows its utility.
Fig. 2. Relationships between structural complex
3.1. UML activity diagrams for conceptual modeling of ETL processes

Measures for conceptual models of ETL processes have been de-
fined within the modeling framework presented in our previous
work [24]. This framework is based on Unified Modeling Language
(UML) activity diagrams [25]. UML activity diagrams have been
proven to provide a suitable representation of the ETL processes
at the conceptual level, since activity modeling emphasizes the se-
quence and conditions for coordinating lower-level behaviors (by
the commonly called control and object flows), thus permitting
to represent at the conceptual level the dynamic aspects and data
flow inherent to ETL processes. In turn, these elements allow to
represent dynamic aspects and behavior, to arrange the control
flow and incorporate restrictions of temporality (e.g., time that a
process takes to be executed).

Our development framework establishes the whole activities
presented in [20,44], since they are representative operators for
the conceptual modeling of ETL processes. Next, we present them
together with a brief description:

� Aggregation: It aggregates data based on some criteria.
� Conversion: It changes data type and format or derives new

data.
� Filter: It filters and verifies data.
� Incorrect: It redirects incorrect data.
� Join: It joins two data sources related to each other with some

attributes.
� Loader: It loads data into the target of an ETL process.
� Log: It logs activity of an ETL mechanism.
� Merge: It integrates two or more data sources with compatible

attributes.
� Surrogate: It generates unique surrogate keys.

In order to represent each of these operators by using UML
activity diagrams, a customizable and instantiable template based
on metaclasses of the UML activity diagrams has been developed
(see Fig. 3). An ETL process is modeled though a set of these tem-
plates as they model activities through a set of reusable and
parameterized elements to emphasize the flow of an ETL process.
Each of these templates is defined on the basis of a set of
ity and both, usability and maintainability.
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Fig. 3. Template for specifying ETL processes at the conceptual level by using UML
activity diagrams.

Table 1
Defined measures for UML activity diagrams of ETL processes.

Measure Definition

NAP Number of activities in the ETL process model
NEE Number of inputs elements in ETL process model
NES Number of outputs elements in ETL process model
NFES Number of input and output flows in the ETL process model
NET Number of time elements in the ETL process model
NEM Number of merge elements in the ETL process model
NEF Number of fork elements in the ETL process model
NEJ Number of join elements in the ETL process model
NOSEF Number of output objects in a fork element in the ETL process

model
NOEEJ Number of input objects in a join element in the ETL process

model
NODS Number of data store elements in the ETL process model
NTEES Total number of input and output elements in the ETL process

model NTEES = NEE + NES
RFESA Ratio of input and output flows for each activity in the ETL process

model RFESA ¼ NFES
NAP

RDInEE Ratio of dependencies of input elements in the ETL process model
RDInEE ¼ NEE

NTEES

RDOutES Ratio of dependencies of output elements in the ETL process
model RDOutES ¼ NES

NTEES
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metaclasses ParameterableElement, which are part of the UML
activity diagram metamodel. Parameters (P1,P2,P3, . . .), are used
to specify certain indicators of the ParameterableElement which
may vary from one to another instance according to the required
features and attributes. Moreover, in a template we can represent
other metaclasses of the UML activity diagram that are useful for
modeling ETL processes:

� Action: In a UML activity diagram, an action represents a single
step within an activity, i.e. it cannot further decomposed within
the activity. Therefore, an activity that represents a behavior
within an ETL process (e.g. aggregating sales) is composed of
individual elements that are actions of an ETL process (e.g.
sum the quantity of sold items).
� InputPin: In a UML activity diagram, input pins are elements of

an action that receive values from other actions through flows.
Therefore, they represent input flows in an ETL process (e.g.
sales data coming from a table).
� OutputPin: Output pins are elements that deliver values to other

actions through flows. Therefore, they represent output flows in
an ETL process (e.g. summed sales data delivered into a table).
� Fork: Forks are elements that splits an input flow into multiple

concurrent output flows.
� Join: Joins are elements that synchronize multiple input flows in

a unique output flow.
� DataStore: They are buffers for non-transient information (e.g. a

table).
3.2. Measurement of conceptual models for ETL processes

The measures of UML activity diagrams for ETL processes at the
conceptual level are defined with the aim of evaluating usability
and ease of maintenance of an ETL process model as a whole.
The chosen measurement method is, therefore, one which counts
the most significant elements of an ETL process model (activities,
actions, etc.) along with the significant relationships among the
elements (input or output flows). The definition of these measures
has been achieved by using the FMESP framework, and it has been
based on the metaclasses underlying the UML activity diagrams. It
is worth mentioning that some of the measures proposed by
FMESP are directly applicable to the conceptual modeling of ETL
processes. Nevertheless, due to the expressiveness of UML activity
diagrams some important modeling elements are not contem-
plated by FMESP. It is thus necessary to define new measures at
a finer abstraction level, i.e. ETL activities. The definition of these
measures is shown in Table 1. As the terms used in this work
regarding the measurement of ETL process models are based on
the ontology for software measurement defined by Garcia et al.
[12], the set of measures identified has been thus grouped into
base measures (i.e. an attribute which is functionally independent
of other measures and the method for quantifying it) and derived
measures (i.e. a measure that is calculated from another base or
derived measure):

� Base measures: A total of 11 measures have been defined: NAP,
NEE, NES, NFES, NET, NEM, NEF, NEJ, NOSEF, NOEEJ, and NODS.
These measures are related to the most significant elements
that appear in an ETL process model based on UML activity dia-
grams as described in the previous section.
� Derived measures: Four measures have been defined from the

previously defined base measures: NTEES, RFESA, RDInEE, and
RDOutES.

In order to illustrate the application of the defined measures, an
example of an ETL process model based on UML activity diagrams
is presented in Fig. 4. This is composed of a set of ETL related activ-
ities in order to load data from online sales of tickets (Sales data
source) in the DW. Sales data source contains the following attri-
butes IdTicket, IdProduct, Name, Description, Price, Quantity, Dis-
count, and Date. As the DW stores aggregated daily sales in a fact
table named SalesFact, the ETL process needs to group sales from
the data source by IdProduct and Date. To this aim, the Summedsales
activity is used. The flow of this activity is in this way: once the key
attributes are verified in the Verify action, sales are summed daily
by using a Total operation: Total = SUM(Quantity � Price).
Subsequently, the function GroupBy is applied to have the sales
grouped by IdProduct and Date. This information is stored in a table
Table Temp. The information of the table Table Temp is used by the
activity SurrogateSales to generate an alternate key to establish a
relation between the fact table SalesFact and the dimension Time.
A Log activity notifies if the key has been correctly generated. Be-
sides, the summarized sales are loaded in the fact table SalesFact.
This operation is carried out with the activity SalesLoader, for the
sake of understandability, this activity is not exploded in the exam-
ple. On the other hand, it is needed to load the list of products into
the dimension ProductsDim. For this, we use the ProductLoader
activity that verifies the attributes are extracted from the Sales ta-
ble, and temporarily stored in a table Table Temp in which they are
updated and subsequently loaded in the ProductDim dimension. A
temporal condition has been added to this activity, which indicates
that the load should be carried out daily.

Table 2 shows the values of the defined measures for the exam-
ple illustrated in Fig. 4.



Fig. 4. Example ETL process represented with a UML Activity Diagram.

Table 2
Values of measures for the sample UML activity model of
an ETL process.

Measure Value

NAP 6
NEE 1
NES 3
NFES 11
NET 1
NEM 0
NEF 1
NEJ 0
NOSEF 3
NOEEJ 0
NODS 4
NTEES 4 (1 + 3)
RFESA 1.833 (11/6)
RDInEE 0.25 (1/4)
RDOutES 0.75 (3/4)
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4. Theoretical validation

Defined measures must be theoretically validated in order to
know when and how they have to be applied. There are two main
tendencies in measures formal validation: axiomatic frameworks
[6,49] and frameworks based on measurement theory [30,31,
50,52]. The goal of the formers is merely definitional, as on these
kind of frameworks, a set of formal properties is defined for given
software attributes and it is possible to use this set of properties for
classifying the proposed measures. On the other hand, in the
frameworks based on measurement theory, the information ob-
tained is the scale to which a measure pertains and, based on this
information, we can know which statistics and which transforma-
tions can be applied to the measure.

In this paper, we have validated our measures by using two dif-
ferent frameworks: (i) the Briand et al. [6] axiomatic framework,
and (ii) the DISTANCE framework by Poels and Dedene [30,31]
which is based on theory of measurement.
4.1. Formal framework of Briand et al

In order to validate measures, Briand et al. [6] emphasize the
need to define the most prominent concepts utilized in the mea-
surement of software products in a non-ambiguous manner. Bri-
and et al. propose a generic framework to rigorously define
exactly which mathematical properties characterize these con-
cepts. This framework considers that software products are com-
posed of systems and modules. A system S will be represented as
a pair hE,Ri, where E represents the set of elements of S, and R is
a binary relation on E (R # E � E) representing the relationships
between S’s elements. Given a system S = hE,Ri, a system
m = hEm,Rmi is a module of S if and only if Em # E, Rm # E � E,
and Rm # R. As an example, E can be defined as the set of code
statements and R as the set of control flows from one statement
to another. A module m may be a code segment or a subprogram.

It is worth noting that the elements of a module are connected
to the elements of the rest of the system by incoming and outgoing
relationships. The set InputR(m) are those relationships from ele-
ments outside of module m (m = hEm,Rmi) to those elements inside
of module m. This set is defined as follows:

InputRðmÞ ¼ fhe1; e2i 2 Rje2 2 Em ^ e1 2 E� Emg



Table 3
Measures defined for the ETL process model and properties of the Briand et al.
framework [6].

Properties NAP, NEF, NET, NEM, NEJ,
NOSEF, NOEEJ, NODS

NEE, NES NFES

Non-negativity � � �
Null value � � �
Module additivity �
Non growing

monotonicity
for the non
plugged
components

Disjoint modules
Additivity of

disjoint modules
� �

Monotonicity �
Merge of modules �
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On the other hand, the set OutputR(m) are those relationships
from elements inside of module m (m = hEm,Rmi) to those elements
outside of module m. This set is defined as follows:

OutputRðmÞ ¼ fhe1; e2i 2 Rje1 2 Em ^ e2 2 E� Emg

In this formal framework the measures are classified by using
several important measurement concepts whir are related to sys-
tems (size, complexity, length) and modules (cohesion and
coupling):

� Size. In order for a measure to be considered as a size, it must
fulfill three properties: it cannot be negative (non-negativity),
it is expected to be null when a system does not contain any ele-
ments (null value), and it is expected to be additive when sev-
eral modules do not have elements in common (module
additivity).
� Length. A measure is considered as a length if: it is not negative

(non-negativity), it is equal to 0 when there are no elements in
the system (null value), it is not greater than the length of the
original system when a new relationship is introduced between
two elements belonging to the same connected component of
the graph representing the system (non-increasing monotonicity
for connected components), it is not smaller than the length of
the original system when a new relationship is introduced
between two elements belonging to two different connected
components1 (non-decreasing monotonicity for non-connected
components), and it is not additive for disjoint modules2 (disjoint
modules).
� Complexity. A measure related to complexity is expected to be

non-negative (non-negativity) and null when there are no rela-
tionships between the elements of a system (null value). It
should not be sensitive to representation conventions with
respect to the direction of arcs representing system relation-
ships (symmetry). A relation can be represented in either an
‘‘active” (R) or ‘‘passive” (R�1) form. The system and the rela-
tionships between its elements are not affected by these two
equivalent representation conventions, so a complexity mea-
sure should be insensitive to this. Also, the complexity of a
system S should be at least as much as the sum of the com-
plexities of any collections of its modules, such that there
are not modules that share relationships, but they may only
share elements (module monotonicity). As a consequence of
the above properties, system complexity should not decrease
when the set of system relationships is increased. Finally,
the complexity of a system made of disjoint modules is the
sum of the complexities of the single modules (disjoint module
additivity).
� Cohesion. The concept of cohesion has been used with reference

to modules or modular systems. It assesses the tightness with
which ‘‘related” features are ‘‘grouped together” in systems or
modules. Intuitively, we expect cohesion to be non-negative
and, more importantly, to be normalized (non-negativity and
normalization) so that the measure is independent of the size
of the modular system or module. Moreover, if there are no
internal relationships in a module or in all the modules in a sys-
tem, cohesion is expected to be null (null value) for that module
or for the system, since there is no relationship between the ele-
ments and there is no evidence they should be encapsulated
together. Additional internal relationships in modules cannot
1 This stems from the fact that the new relationship creates a new connected
component, where the maximum distance between two elements cannot be less than
the maximum distance between any two elements of either original connected
component.

2 Actually, the length of a system containing several disjoint modules is the
maximum length among them.

Monotonicity of
module

�

Symmetry �
Cohesive modules
Non negativity and

normalization

Size Coupling Complexity
make cohesion decreased, since they are supposed to be addi-
tional evidence to encapsulate system elements together
(monotonicity). When two (or more) modules showing no rela-
tionships between them are merged, cohesion cannot be
increased because seemingly unrelated elements are encapsu-
lated together (cohesive modules).
� Coupling. Intuitively, coupling captures the amount of relation-

ship between the elements belonging to different modules of a
system. Given a module m, two kinds of coupling can be
defined: inbound coupling and outbound coupling. The former
captures the amount of relationships from elements outside m
to elements inside m; the latter the amount of relationships
from elements inside m to elements outside m. Coupling is
expected to be non-negative (non-negativity), and null when
there are no relationships among modules (null value). When
additional relationships are created across modules, coupling
is not expected to decrease since these modules become more
interdependent (monotonicity). Coupling can only decrease in
merging modules since there may exist relationships among
them and therefore, inter-module relationships may have dis-
appeared (merging of modules and disjoint module additivity).

In order to apply this framework to validate our measures de-
fined for ETL processes, its concepts must be aligned to concepts
from UML activity diagrams, in such a way a system is composed
of activities and their dependency relationships are input or output
flows. A module consists of a subset of activities.

The process of validating our measures by applying the Briand
et al. framework is illustrated with the NFES measure (number of
input and output flows in the ETL process model). The same pro-
cess has been followed for validating the other measures. Table 3
presents a summary of the validation of the proposed measures
for ETL process models: NAP, NEF, NET, NEM, NEJ, NOSEF, NOEEJ
and NODS are size measures, NEE and NES are coupling measures
and NFES is a complexity measure. Moreover, we can state that the
derived measures NTEES, NFESA, RDInEE, RDOutES are valid mea-
sures upon being defined from a function of calculation over valid
base measures.

Validation of the NFES measure NFES measure (number of input
and output flows in the ETL process model) is classified as a com-
plexity measure since it fulfills the following properties:
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� Not negativity. The number of input and output flows of the ETL
process model is always greater than or equal to zero, so NFES
can never be negative.
� Null value. If there are no input or output flows in the activities

of the ETL process model then NFES is 0.
� Symmetry. The number of input or output in activities does not

depend on the convention used to represent these dependencies.
� Monotonicity of modules. According to the definition of this

property, if m1 and m2 are any two modules of the system that
do not have relationships (input and output flow) in common;
then, it fulfills that the complexity of the system is not less
than the sum of complexity of modules m1 and m2, in other
words NFES(S) = NFES(m1) + NFES(m2). An example is shown
in Fig. 5 which represents a system consisting of modules m1
and m2 with value of NFES 6 and 4 respectively, and the value
of NFES(S) is the sum of NFES(m1) and NFES(m2), i.e. 10.
� Additivity of disjoint modules. The number of dependencies

among input and output flow and activities in a module
obtained by grouping two split modules (without precedence
relationships or common elements) is equal to the sum of the
number of units of precedence of the two modules separately.
Fig. 5. Sample demonstration of the ‘‘monotonicit

Fig. 6. Sample demonstration of the ‘‘additivity of di
The fulfillment of this property is illustrated in Fig. 6, where
two split modules m1 and m2 has NFES(m1) = 6 and
NFES(m2) = 4. By joining these modules a new S module is gen-
erated where the NFES value is equal to 10; i.e. the sum of
NFES(m1) and NFES(m2).
4.2. DISTANCE framework

The DISTANCE framework [30,31] provides constructive proce-
dures with which to model the interesting attributes of the soft-
ware and to define the corresponding measures. Software
attributes are modeled as distances between the software entities
and other entities used as measurement standards or benchmarks.
These distances are measured by using mathematical functions.
Working with distances is useful because the concepts of similarity
and dissimilarity are quite well understood, easily imaginable and
they are used in everyday life [43].

The different steps of the DISTANCE framework for constructing
measures are as follows (Table 4 summarizes the steps, required
inputs and expected outputs of this framework):
y of modules” property for the measure NFES.

sjoint modules” property for the measure NFES.



Table 4
Steps, required inputs and expected outputs for the DISTANCE framework.

Step Input Output

To find an abstraction
for the measure

The interest
attribute attr A set
of software
entities P

A set of entities M (to be used
as abstractions of the
measure. A function abs: P
abs: P ? M

To model the distances
between the
abstractions of the
measures

M A set of transformation types
Te

To quantify the
distances between
the abstractions of
the measure

M, Te A measure d:
M �M ? R

To find a reference
abstraction

attr, P, M A function ref: ref: P ? M (to
return a reference
abstraction for attr)

To define the software
measure

P, abs, d, ref A function l: P ? R
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� Find a measurement abstraction. The software entities of inter-
est (e.g. business objects) must be modeled such that the
attribute of interest (e.g. functionality) is emphasized. This
means that the model should allow observing to what extent
a software entity is characterized by the attribute. The result
of the first step is a set of software entities M that can be
used as measurement abstractions or models of the software
entities in P for the attribute of interest attr. We also require
a function abs: P ? M that formally describes the rules of the
mapping.
� Model distances between measurement abstractions. The next step

is to model distances between the elements of M. First, dis-
tances between the elements of M are modeled as sequences
of elementary transformations. Such a sequence represents a
series of atomic changes applied to an element of M to arrive
at another element of M. The number of atomic changes that
are required to transform one element into the other deter-
mines the distance between these elements. The formal out-
come of this step is a set Te of elementary transformation
types on M that must be used to build the sequences.
� Quantify distances between measurement abstractions. Next, a

measure d: M �M ? R is defined to quantify the distances
between the elements of M.
� Find a reference abstraction. After having determined the mea-

surement abstractions, we now need to determine what the
model of a software entity in P must look like in case that entity
would be characterized by the theoretical lowest value of attr.
This hypothetical ‘‘null” model or reference model can then be
used as a reference point or norm for measurement. The result
Fig. 7. Example of two models of ETL process
of this step is thus the definition of a function ref P ? M that
returns for each software entity in P a reference abstraction
for attr in M.
� Define the software measurement. It is this last step that expresses

the basic idea of our approach. The software attribute attr is
defined and measured as a specific distance within the metric
space M. The extent to which attr characterizes a software entity
p 2 P is defined by the distance between the actual model of p for
attr (i.e., abs(p)) and the reference model for attr (i.e., ref(p)). The
larger this distance, the more the actual measurement abstrac-
tion differs from the norm that has been set and thus the greater
the extent to which attr characterizes p. Hence, the value of attr
for p is the value returned by the measure d for the pair
(abs(p), ref(p)). The formal outcome of the last step is the measure
l: P ? R defined such that "p 2 P: l(p) = d(abs(p), ref(p)).

Next, this process is illustrated by describing each step in the
validation of the NAP measure.

Validation of the NAP measure: The theoretical validation for the
NAP measure, following the DISTANCE framework is defined now.
In order to illustrate the process, the sample ETL process models of
Fig. 7 are used.

� Finding the measurement abstraction. In the context of our study,
the set of software entities P is the Universe of Models of the
ETL Process that is prominent in certain aspects of the Universe
of Discourse (UdD) and p is a model of the ETL process (MP),
such that p 2 P. The interest attribute attr is the number of
activities, which is an aspect of the structural complexity of a
model of the ETL process. UA is the Universe of prominent
Activity for UdD. The set of activities of a model in an ETL pro-
cess, called CA (MP) is a subset of UA. All the set of activities of
the ETL process model of UMP are the elements of the power set
of UA, denoted by }(UA). The set of measurement abstractions
is consistently considered as M = }(UA) and the abstraction
function is defined as:
defined
absNAP : UMP! }ðUAÞ : MP! CAðMPÞ
This function performs the mapping from a process model in its set
of activities. For the example shown in Fig. 7, the set of activities are
the following:

– absNAP(MP A) = CA(MP A) = {Aggregation, Filter, Load}
– absNAP(MP B) = CA(MP B) = {Conversion, Surrogate, Load}

� Modeling distances between measurement abstractions. Once M
has been defined, the following step consists of defining the dis-
tances between its elements. To do this, it is necessary to find a
set of transformation types (Te) for the set of abstractions of the
by using UML activity diagrams.
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measurement }(UA), so that any set of activities can be trans-
formed into any other set of activities by means of an elemen-
tary finite sequence of transformations. Since the elements of
}(UA) are a set of activities, Te only includes two types of ele-
mentary transformations: the addition of an activity to the set
and the elimination of an activity from the set. Two set of activ-
ities c1 2 }(UA) and c2 2 }(UA), c1 can be transformed into c2 by
first disposing of all the activities of c1 that are not in c1 (apply-
ing t0�NAP), and then adding all the activities from c2 to c1 that
were not in the original set c1 (applying t1�NAA). In the worst
of settings, c1 should transform into c2 by means of an empty
set of activities. Formally,
t0�NAP : }ðUAÞ ! }ðUAÞ : c ! c [ fag; con a 2 UA
t1�NAP : }ðUAÞ ! }ðUAÞ : c ! c � fag; con a 2 UA
Table 5
Function abstraction for the remainder of the measures of the models of ETL
processes.

Measure Function abstraction

NEE absNEE : UMP ? }(UEE): MP ? CEE(MP) where UEE is the Universe
of Inputs Elements of an ETL process model in a UdD,
CEE(MP) # UEE is the set of inputs elements of an ETL process
model.

NES absNES : UMP ? }(UES): MP ? CES(MP) where UES is the Universe
of Outputs Elements of an ETL process model in a UdD,
CES(MP) # UES is the set of outputs elements of an ETL process
model.

NFES absNFES : UMP ? }(UFES): MP ? CFES(MP) where UFES is the
Universe of Input and Output Flows of an ETL process model in a
UdD, CFES is the set of input and output flows of an ETL process
model.

NET absNET : UMP ? }(UET): MP ? CET(MP) where UET is the Universe
The set of transformations that model the distance between absNAP
(MP A) and absNAP (MP B) the example in Fig. 7 is as follows:

– m0 = {Aggregation, Filter, Load}
– m1 = {Aggregation, Filter, Load, Conversion} = t0�NAP(m0)
– m2 = {Aggregation, Filter, Load, Conversion, Surrogate} =

t0�NAP(m1)
– m3 = {Filter, Load, Conversion, Surrogate} = t1�NAP(m2)
– m4 = {Conversion, Surrogate, Load} = t1�NAP(m3)

The length of T abs (MP A), abs (MP B) is 4. There are other se-
quences obtained by varying the order of transformations. Also,
they can be used to model the distance between MP A and MP B,
but you can see that there is a lack of sequence requiring less than
four basic transformations.

� Quantifying the distances between measurement abstractions.
According to the measurement theory, the notion of distance
defined by a structure of segmented additive proximity can be
represented for a measure with segment additives. That is, the
minimum amount of movement of input data that should be
added or removed from a data set movement to be transformed
into another set, which is qualified as a measure with additive
segments for the structure of definite proximity, qualifies
}(UA). The shortest length of the sequence of elementary trans-
formations taken, for example from c to c0, is equal to the cardi-
nality of the symmetrical difference between c and c0 This can
be used to define a measure when the set of measurement
abstractions is a power set:

dNAP : }ðUAÞx}ðUAÞ ! ðc; c0Þ ! ðjc � c0j þ jc0 � cjÞ

This definition implies that the distance between two sets of

of Time Elements of an ETL process model in a UdD, CET is the set
of time elements of an ETL process model.

NEM absNEM : UMP ? }(UEM): MP ? CEM(MP) where UEM is the
Universe of Merge Elements of an ETL process model in a UdD,
CEM is the set of time elements of an ETL process model.

NEF absNEF : UMP ? }(UEF): MP ? CEF(MP) where UEF is the Universe
of Fork Elements of an ETL process model in a UdD, CEF is the set
of fork elements of an ETL process model.

NEJ absNEJ : UMP ? }(UEJ): MP ? CEJ(MP) where UEJ is the Universe of
Join elements of an ETL process model in a UdD, CEJ is the set of
join elements of an ETL process model.

NOSEF absNOSEF : UMP ? }(UOSEF): MP ? COSEF(MP) where UOSEF is the
Universe of Output Objects in a Fork Element of an ETL process
model in a UdD, COSEF is the set of output objects in a fork
element of an ETL process model.

NOEEJ absNOEEJ : UMP ? }(UOEEJ): MP ? COEEJ(MP) where UOEEJ is the
Universe of Input Objects in a Join Element of an ETL process
activities modeled as the shortest sequence of basic transforma-
tions between both sets, are measured by counting the basic trans-
formations of the sequence.

The distance between the sets of activities from the models MP
A and MP B is 4, according to the symmetric difference model.
Formally:

dNAPðabsðMP AÞ; absðMP BÞÞ ¼
jfAggregation; Filter; Loadg�
fConversion; Surrogate; Loadjþ
jfConversion; Surrogate; Loadg�
fAggregation; Filter; Loadgj ¼ jfAggregation; Filtergjþ
jfConversion; Surrogategj ¼ 4
model in a UdD, COEEJ is the set of input objects in a join element
of an ETL process model.

NODS absNODS : UMP ? }(UODS): MP ? CODS(MP) where UODS is the

� Finding a reference abstraction. The condition of this step is to

identify the measurement abstraction for the ETL process

Universe of DataStore Objects of an ETL process model in a UdD,
CODS is the set of DataStore objects of an ETL process model.
model with the theoretically lower functional size. Since the
measurement abstraction is given for the set of activities of
ETL process model, the lower theoretical value would be the
set without any activity. Therefore, the reference abstraction
is given for:
refNAP : UMP! }ðUAÞ : MP! ;
� Defining the software measurement. Bearing in mind the pro-
posed example, the number of activities of an ETL process mod-
els MP 2 UMP can be defined as the distance between its set of
activities CA (MP) and the of activities ; modelled by any
shorter sequence of elementary transformations between CA
(MP) and ;. The measure NAP can thus be defined as a function
that returns for any MP 2 UMP the value of the measure dNAP for
the pair of set CA(MP) and ;:
8MP 2 UMP : dNAPðCAðMPÞ;ØÞ
¼ jCAðMPÞ � Øj þ jØ� CAðMPÞj ¼ jCAðMPÞj
The remainder of the proposed measures can be modeled by
means of a set of abstractions (see Table 5). All the measures based
on counting elements or relations of the model consequently have
a construction process similar to that which it has been followed
with the NAP measure.

Since all the measures have been defined by using the process
based on a distance measure for their construction, all the mea-
sures are defined as distances. This ensures that all the measures
are characterized by the scale ratio. Similarly, the derived mea-
sures NTEES, RFESA, RDInEE and RDOutES, obtained as ratios of
base measures, are characterized by the scale ratio.
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5. Empirical validation

In this section, it is described in detail how the previously pro-
posed measures have been empirically tested in order to check
their validity by means of defining and conducting a family of
experiments. We use two procedures, the first consists of defining
a family of experiments as proposed by Ciolkowski et al. [11]. As
Basili et al. [3] remark, a family of experiments permits the accu-
mulation of the knowledge needed to extract significant conclu-
sions that can be applied in practice. Subsequently, our second
procedure is to define each individual experiment within the fam-
ily. The definition of each individual experiment is guided by the
framework for experimental software engineering of Wohlin
et al. [51]. Therefore, while an explanation of our family of exper-
iments has been described in Section 5.1, our individual experi-
ments are explained in Section 5.2.

5.1. Defining a family of experiments

A family of experiments has been planned in order to empiri-
cally validate the proposed measures and generalize the results ob-
tained. A family of experiments contains multiple similar empirical
studies which pursue the same goal. We have performed a family
of experiments based on the experimental method proposed by
Ciolkowski et al. [11] Also, we have followed the suggestions pro-
vided by Kitchenham et al. [19] and Briand et al. [8] on how to per-
form controlled experiments. Specifically, a six-step process was
employed:

1. Experiment preparation. The general goal of the experiments
must be stated, i.e. the reason for them. To this aim, the GQM
(Goal-Question-Metric) template [2] can be used to define the
experiment goal. The GQM goal template can be used to articu-
late the purpose of any study, since it provides a basis to eval-
uate the appropriateness of a study’s specific hypotheses, and
dependent and independent variables [3].There are five param-
eters in a GQM goal template: the object of analysis, its purpose,
its focus, its point of view, and its context. As our family of
experiments aims to carry out an empirical validation of mea-
sures, our goal is to demonstrate the suitability of the previ-
ously defined measures. Therefore, our GQM template is as
follows:
� To analyze measures related to the structural complexity of

ETL processes models in DW,
� With the purpose of evaluating them,
� With regard to their capacity of being used as indicators of

the usability of models and the ease of model maintenance,
� From the point of view of ETL designers,
� In the context of students of Software Development and Sys-

tems Engineers.
From this template, variables to be analyzed and hypotheses to be
proven have to be defined. Also, the context in which the experi-
ments are carried out (as shown in next step).
Independent variables are those that can be controlled and chan-
ged within each experiment in the family and which make an
impact on dependent variables. For our family of experiments,
the independent variable is the structural complexity of conceptual
models. Furthermore, with the objective of defining measures that
could provide useful and objective information with regard to the
external quality of the ETL process model, the empirical validation
has been focused on two characteristics of external quality which
are defined by the ISO 9126, namely usability and ease of mainte-
nance. The former consists of an attribute set that permits us to
evaluate the necessary effort that must be made by the user in
order to use the model, and the latter refers to the attributes that
permit us to measure the effort which is necessary to carry out
modifications to the model, whether through error corrections or
modification requests. These characteristics will be respectively
evaluated by means of two sub-characteristics:
� Understandability: it is a sub-characteristic of the usability. It

is the easiness to understand whether the model is suitable
and how it can be used for certain tasks or under certain
conditions for a particular use.

� Modifiability: it is a sub-characteristic of the maintainability.
It is the easiness that permits us to modify aspects of the
model, to remove failures or to adapt the model so that it
can work in different environments.

Our family of experiments has been developed in order to discover
which measures are useful for evaluating the understandability
and modifiability of the ETL processes models. To this aim, these
dependent variables are measured by using the subjects’ response
time in accomplishing the required tasks. Therefore, the following
hypotheses are wished to be tested:
Understandability hypothesis
� H0u: There is no significant correlation between the mea-

sures of structural complexity and understandability time.
� H1u: There is a significant correlation between the measures

of structural complexity and understandability time.
Modifiability hypothesis
� H0m: There is no a significant correlation between the mea-

sures of structural complexity and modifiability time.
� H1m: There is a significant correlation between the measures

of structural complexity and modifiability time.
2. Context definition. In order to ease the generalization of the

results, the different groups of subjects must be identified to
establish the context of each individual experiment. In our fam-
ily of experiments, two kinds of subjects are considered:
� Professionals. They are the ideal subjects to generalize the

results, and for this reason we have to use this kind of sub-
jects whenever it is possible. In our experiments we relying
on Systems Engineers from two companies from Panama:
Ingeniería Informática, S.A. (IISA) and Tecnología Inteligente,
S.A. (TEINSA)

� Students. They play a very important role in software engi-
neering experimentation, because before performing stud-
ies in industrial environments, which requires a lot of
resources and time, it is generally useful for researchers
to carry out pilot studies with students in academic envi-
ronments [10]. In addition, students are the next genera-
tion of professionals [19] and under some conditions,
there is not a great difference between students and profes-
sionals. In situations in which the tasks to perform do not
require industrial experience, experimentation with stu-
dents is viable [3,14]. Our individual experiments rely on
Undergraduate and Postgraduate students from the Tech-
nological University of Panama.

3. Material. The objects and material used in the experiments.
For example, the document used for collecting data should
be presented in terms of its length, complexity, clarity (the
number of questions, type, etc.). All characteristics that might
have an impact on the results should be mentioned here as
formally as possible. As the diffusion of the experimental data
is important to the external replication of the experiments [9],
all the material from the experiment must be widely avail-
able to allow other researchers or practitioners to replicate
the study.

The material prepared for our family of experiments is com-
posed of ten ETL process models. The models are based on
UML activity diagrams, including training materials and a sur-
vey instrument. Each model has different levels of complexity
which were obtained through the variation of the value of the
measures, as can be observed in Tables 6 and 7.



Fig. 8. Overview of the family of experiments.

Table 6
Values of the base measures for ETL process models.

ETL process model NAP NEE NES NFES NET NEM NEF NEJ NOSEF NOEEJ NODS

1 6 1 2 10 1 – 1 – 3 1 3
2 3 1 1 5 1 – – – – – 2
3 5 3 3 9 1 1 1 2 2 1 2
4 3 2 1 7 1 – 1 3 2 – 3
5 7 2 2 11 – 3 1 1 2 2 4
6 5 3 1 9 3 1 1 – 2 – 4
7 12 6 5 10 – – – – – – 4
8 9 4 1 15 2 2 1 1 2 2 5
9 5 2 2 9 3 4 1 – 2 – 4

10 8 1 1 15 – – 1 1 5 3 2

Table 7
Values of the derived measures for ETL process models.

ETL process model NTEES RFESA RDInEE RDOutES

1 4 1.6667 0.3333 0.6666
2 4 1.6667 0.5000 0.5000
3 6 1.8000 0.5000 0.5000
4 2 2.3333 0.6667 0.3333
5 6 1.5710 0.5000 0.5000
6 5 1.8000 0.2500 0.2500
7 5 1.6667 0.5000 0.5000
8 5 2.5000 0.8000 0.2000
9 5 1.8000 0.2500 0.5000

10 4 1.8750 0.5000 0.5000
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In order to facilitate the replication of our experiments by
other researchers or practitioners, all the material are
available at (http://www.lucentia.es/index.php/ETLProcess
Modelling).

4. Conduct a pilot experiment. This step is added to the experimen-
tal method proposed by Ciolkowski et al. [11] in order to first
conduct a pilot study before running the individual experi-
ments, since it allows us to check the experimental materials
and process. The subjects that participated in the pilot study
were students from the Computer Science PhD Programme,
researchers and teacher at the University of Alicante (Spain).

5. Conduct individual experiments. According to the general plan of
the family of experiments, we have carried out several individ-
ual experiments by using the framework proposed in Wohlin
et al. [51] as described in Section 5.2.

6. Family data analysis. When the resulting data from the individ-
ual experiments is collected and analyzed, it is not only impor-
tant to obtain local conclusions (related to individual
experiments), but it is fundamental to extract the overall con-
clusions obtained from the realization of the family of experi-
ments. This analysis is described in Section 6.

5.2. Defining individual experiments

Each of our individual experiment requires the subjects to per-
form a set of tasks on the models related to their understandability
and modifiability. In these experiments the dependent variables
were measured in an objective manner by calculating the time
spent by the subjects on performing these tasks. Each experiment
has been developed by using the steps described by Wohlin et al.
[51]:

� Definition. The general goal of each experiment agrees with that
proposed when the family of experiments was described: dem-
onstrate the suitability of the defined measures for ETL process
model as either usability or maintainability indicators depend-
ing on several kind of subjects.
� Planning. It describes how the experiment is conducted. The
planning phase of an experiment can be divided into six steps.
– Hypothesis formulation. We wish to test the hypotheses pre-

viously stated when family of experiments was described.
– Variables selection. Individual experiments are related to the

variables stated in the family of experiments.
– Subjects selection. The sampling technique for the selection of

the subjects is used for convenience (non probability). The
subjects are experts in the modeling domain (UML, data
bases, etc). However, they had no previous knowledge of
the conceptual modeling of ETL processes with UML activity
diagrams. A training session took place to provide the sub-
jects with the necessary knowledge to carry out the tasks
required in the experiment. Depending on the subjects,
within our family of experiments, four individual experi-
ments, as is shown in Fig. 8, have been defined. Basically,
the second experiment is a replication of the first and the
fourth experiment is a replication of the third.

– Experiment design. In order to obtain significant conclusions
of the experiments, statistical analysis methods were
applied to the interpretation of the results. We opted to an
intra-subject design, since this permits all the subjects to
carry out the same experimental tasks. The comparison of
performance under various conditions permits us to study
the effect of the independent variable. This has the advan-
tage of guaranteeing control of all the variables due to differ-
ences among the subjects [7].

– Instrumentation. This is the part of the planning phase that is
connected with the instruments that are necessary to carry
out and monitor the experiment. It includes the experimen-
tal objects, materials, guides and forms of conditioning.

http://www.lucentia.es/index.php/ETLProcessModelling
http://www.lucentia.es/index.php/ETLProcessModelling
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* Experimental Objects: there were ten ETL process models
which were developed by using our UML activity diagram
approach and, taking into consideration that we needed a
cognitively efficient representation, the notation provided
explicit mechanisms to support this [18]:

� Conceptual integration: This permits the reader to inte-

grate the information from separate diagrams into a
mentally coherent representation of the problem.

� Perceptual integration: The perception signs (contex-
tual orientation and directional information) aid the
navigation among the diagrams.
* Conditioning guides: An introductory session to ETL pro-
cess modeling was organized with the objective that the
subjects of the experiment would acquire certain dexter-
ity in the management of the experiment. The material
also included an answered example, which indicated
how the subjects should complete the exercises.

– Validity evaluation. It is important to consider the degree of
validity of the results of the experiments. That is to say, they
should have a suitable validity if they are to generalize the
results to the population of interest. Some factors exist that
affect the capacity to reach the correct conclusion regarding
the relations between the processing and the result of an
experiment.
* Internal validity. The internal validity is the degree of con-

fidence in a cause–effect relationship between factors of
interest and the observed results. The following issues
have been dealt with:

� Differences among subjects. The experiments were

intra-subject, so the changeability among subjects
was reduced. In the experiments all the subjects had,
approximately, the same experience of working with
UML and databases.

� Differences among models. All the models were
designed with different degree of complexity.

� Learning effects. All the tests in each experiment were
put in a different order, to avoid learning effects. The
subjects were required to answer in the order in which
the tests appeared. However, we could not control
whether they really followed the order because they
did the tests alone.

� Fatigue effects. On average the experiment lasted for
less than one hour, so fatigue was not very relevant.
Also, the different order of the tests helped to cancel
out these effects.

� Subject motivation. All the students who were involved
in the experiments participated voluntarily, in order to
help us in our research.
* External validity. External validity is the degree to which
the research results can be generalized to the population
under study and to other research settings. The greater
the external validity, the more the results of an empiri-
cal study can be generalized to actual software engineer-
ing practice. Three threats to validity have been
identified which limit the ability to apply any such
generalization:

� Materials and tasks. In the experiment we have used

ETL process models which were representative tasks
of real cases, but it is necessary to carry out empirical
studies using real ETL processes.

� Subjects. To solve the difficulty of obtaining profes-
sional subjects, we used, advanced students from
a software development degree. But, we were
aware that in the context of the family we had to
include at least two experiments with professionals
to ease the results generalization. However, the
tasks to be performed with the experiments of the
family, do not require high levels of industrial expe-
rience, so, experiments with students can also be
appropriate.

� Environment. The experiment was carried out in the
university, but the tasks were carried out manually
(with paper and pencil). It would be recommendable
to use CASE tools in future experiments, thus
permitting a more realistic environment to be
provided.
� Operation. This is the phase in which the experiment is exe-
cuted, i.e. in which the collection of the data that will be ana-
lyzed is carried out. The execution of the experiment is a
process that has as input the design of the experiment and as
the main output the validated data.
– Preparation. An intensive subject preparation session took

place before the experiment began. Nevertheless, the sub-
jects did not know either what aspects we intended to mea-
sure or what the formulated hypotheses were. The material
that the subjects were provided with was a set of ten ETL
process models plus a solved example. Each subject received
material composed of ten ETL process models, five of which
contained questionnaires about the model and five of which
contained modification exercises (see Appendix A). In the
case of the questionnaires relating to the understandability
of the model the subjects had to answer ‘‘yes” or ‘‘no” to
the five questions listed, and in the case of the questionnaire
relating to modifiability they had to carry out four modifica-
tions by adding or eliminating activities. The subjects were
requested to write the time that they started and completed
each of the questionnaires.

– Execution. The experiment execution was controlled. There-
fore, no interaction took place between the subjects. All
the described material was distributed to the subjects and
an explanation of ETL process modeling by using UML activ-
ity diagrams was given. The subjects had an hour to resolve
the exercises (a pilot experiment had previously been car-
ried out to determine an approximate time for resolving
the exercises in which we obtained a time of 40 min).

– Data validation. It is important to consider how valid the
results of the experiment are. To do so, once the data had
been collected, we ensured that the answer sheets were
complete and that the answers and the modifications were
understandable. All the questionnaires were correct. The
data was then digitalized.

In the next sections, each individual experiment is described in
detail.
5.2.1. First experiment
In this subsection we describe the first experiment we have car-

ried out to empirically validate the proposed measures.
The group of subjects in the first experiment was composed of

31 students from the Software Development Degree of the Faculty
of Computational Systems Engineering at the Technological Uni-
versity of Panama.

The analysis of the results is presented according to the re-
search questions stated. For the analysis we used the software SPSS
version 15, which is an appropriate statistical tool, with the object
of promoting the experimental processing.



Table 9
Results of the analysis of the Spearman correlation coefficient (second experiment).

Measure Understandability time Modifiability time

NAP �0.022, p = 0.952 0.155, p = 0.670
NEE 0.278, p = 0.439 0.195, p = 0.589
NES 0.683*, p = 0.029 0.650*, p = 0.042
NFES 0.461, p = 0.180 0.575, p = 0.082
NET 0.442, p = 0.200 0.138, p = 0.704
NEM 0.397, p = 0.331 0.714*, p = 0.047
NEF �0.424, p = 0.296 �0.558, p = 0.151
NEJ �0.295, p = 0.570 0.065, p = 0.903
NOSEF �0.323, p = 0.436 �0.225, p = 0.593
NOEEJ �0.214, p = 0.581 �0.165, p = 0.672
NODS 0.760*, p = 0.011 0.408, p = 0.241
NTEES 0.793*, p = 0.006 0.689*, p = 0.028
RFESA 0.420, p = 0.227 0.328, p = 0.354
RDInEE �0.014, p = 0.969 �0.277, p = 0.439
RDOutES 0.152, p = 0.675 0.232, p = 0.519
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The statistical analysis was carried out from the summary of
the data. This summary was composed of the values of the mea-
sures for each of the models and of the averages in the under-
standability and modifiability times and the subjective appraisal
of the models. In the first instance the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test
was applied in order to corroborate whether the distribution of
the data obtained in the experiment was normal. We conse-
quently obtained that the distribution was not normal, and there-
fore decided to used a statistical non parametrical test as the
coefficient of the Spearman correlation with a significance level
of a = 0.05 which indicates the probability of rejecting the null
hypothesis when this is certain, and which has a confidence le-
vel = 95%. Each of the measures was correlated separately from
the understandability and modifiability times and the subjective
appraisal of the models.

Table 8 shows the results of the correlation analysis of the first
experiment for the understandability and modifiability times and
the subjective appraisal of the models. It shows that a correlation
exists (rejecting the hypothesis H0u) between the understandabil-
ity times and the measures NES, NFES, NEM and NTEES. With re-
gard to the time employed by the subjects in the modification of
the models, the correlation analysis indicates that a correlation
(rejecting the hypothesis H0m) exists between the modifiability
times and the measures NES, NFES, NEM and NTEES.
5.2.2. Second experiment (replica of the first experiment)
In order to confirm the results obtained in the first experiment,

it was replicated under the same conditions (strict replication) [3].
As the majority of the steps are identical to those of the first exper-
iment we shall only indicate those issues that were different. The
second experimental group was composed of 25 students from
the Software Engineering Master degree, from the Faculty of Com-
putational Systems Engineering, of the Technological University of
Panama. The hypothesis, experimental material and collected data
were the same as in the first experiment. As with the second exper-
iment, we applied the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, which revealed
that the data collected did not have a normal distribution, and
we therefore also used the statistical non parametrical Spearman
test correlation coefficient with the significance level of a = 0.05 .
The results obtained are shown in Table 8.

According to the results shown in Table 9, a correlation exists
(rejecting the hypothesis H0u) between the understandability times
and the measures NES, NODS and NTEES. Regarding the modifica-
tion times of the models, the correlation analysis indicates that a
correlation exists between the modification times and the mea-
sures NES, NEM and NTEES.
Table 8
Results of the analysis of the Spearman correlation coefficient (first experiment).

Measure Understandability time Modifiability time

NAP �0.022, p = 0.952 0.155, p = 0.670
NEE 0.205, p = 0.569 0.277, p = 0.438
NES 0.637*, p = 0.048 0.705*, p = 0.023
NFES 0.618*, p = 0.057 0.634*, p = 0.049
NET 0.145, p = 0.690 0.034, p = 0.927
NEM 0.728*, p = 0.041 0.812*, p = 0.014
NEF �0.531, p = 0.175 �0.659, p = 0.016
NEJ �0.018, p = 0.934 0.143, p = 0.787
NOSEF �0.257, p = 0.540 0.353, p = 0.391
NOEEJ 0.224, p = 0.562 0.080, p = 0.838
NODS 0.495, p = 0.146 0.457, p = 0.189
NTEES 0.718*, p = 0.019 0.776*, p = 0.008
RFESA 0.508, p = 0.134 0.452, p = 0.190
RDInEE �0.070, p = 0.848 �0.249, p = 0.488
RDOutES 0.215, p = 0.550 0.259, p = 0.471
5.2.3. Third experiment
The third experiment was developed as part of the family of

experiments. This experiment was developed in other context
(professionals) to validate the proposed measures.

The group of subjects in the third experiment was composed of
eighteen systems engineers from the Ingeniería Informática, S.A.
Company, which is a company dedicated to using processes and
innovative solutions to construct a path towards the centre of busi-
ness knowledge. This company has a vast experience in the devel-
opment and implementation of Business Intelligence tools.

The objects were 10 ETL process models, to which they have
made some modifications. The dependent variables were mea-
sured by the time the subjects spent on answering the questions
in the first section related to the understandability of each model
(understandability time) and by the time the subjects spent on car-
rying out the tasks required in the second section of the experi-
ment (modifiability time). With regard to the first two
experiments, there is a variant that consists of some changes in
the ETL process model of the experimental material, to confirm
whether the non validated measures in the first two experiments
could be useful to evaluate the usability and maintainability of
the ETL process model.

We applied the Kolmogorov–Smirnov. As the data was non nor-
mal we used the Spearman correlation coefficient, with a level of
significance of a = 0.05, to correlate each of the measures sepa-
rately with the understandability time and modifiability time
and a subjective validation of understandability and modifiability
(see Table 10).

Upon analyzing Table 10, which shows the results of the corre-
lation analysis of the third experiment for the understandability
and modifiability times, it can be concluded that for the first exper-
iment a correlation exists (rejecting the hypothesis H0u) between
the understandability times and the measures NES, NFES, NEM,
NEF, NTEES, because the coefficient of correlation is greater than
0.6320. The measures NAP, NEE, NET, NEJ, NOSEF, NOEEJ, NODS,
RFESA, RDInEE and RDOutES do not appear to be correlated with
understandability. Regarding the modifiability time, only the mea-
sures NEM and NOEEJ have a correlation with modifiability.
5.2.4. Fourth experiment (replica of third experiment)
In order to confirm the results obtained in the third experiment,

it was replicated with professionals from an enterprise under the
same conditions (strict replication). The fourth experiment was
developed in the Tecnología Inteligente, S.A. Company, which is a
company dedicated to the Business Intelligence area. The subjects
were twenty systems engineers. The experiment is, in turn, spe-
cific, it being centered upon a set of measures of structural com-
plexity for ETL process models in DWs.



Table 11
Results of the analysis of the Spearman correlation coefficient (fourth experiment).

Measure Understandability time Modifiability time

NAP 0.217, p = 0.547 �0.113, p = 0.775
NEE �0.270, p = 0.450 0.179, p = 0.620
NES 0.734*, p = 0.016 0.690*, p = 0.027
NFES 0.693*, p = 0.026 0.010, p = 0.979
NET 0.262, p = 0.464 0.662*, p = 0.037
NEM 0.893*, p = 0.003 0.464, p = 0.247
NEF �0.424, p = 0.396 0.065, p = 0.903
NEJ 0.237, p = 0.651 �0.272, p = 0.720
NOSEF �0.101, p = 0.811 �0.204, p = 0.628
NOEEJ �0.455, p = 0.219 �0.478, p = 0.193
NODS 0.322, p = 0.363 0.531, p = 0.114
NTEES 0.756*, p = 0.088 0.743*, p = 0.014
RFESA 0.355, p = 0.314 0.146, p = 0.687
RDInEE �0.324, p = 0.361 �0.173, p = 0.634
RDOutES 0.460, p = 0.181 0.367, p = 0.296

Table 10
Results of the analysis of the Spearman correlation coefficient (third experiment).

Measure Understandability time Modifiability time

NAP �0.190, p = 0.598 0.185, p = 0.815
NEE 0.103, p = 0.776 �0.175, p = 0.629
NES 0.657*, p = 0.039 0.487, p = 0.153
NFES 0.687*, p = 0.028 0.037, p = 0.919
NET 0.315, p = 0.376 0.454, p = 0.188
NEM 0.637*, p = 0.048 0.645*, p = 0.084
NEF 0.820*, p = 0.013 0.618, p = 0.103
NEJ �0.164, p = 0.756 �0.272, p = 0.720
NOSEF 0.294, p = 0.479 0.354, p = 0.000
NOEEJ 0.560, p = 0.117 0.725*, p = 0.027
NODS 0.414, p = 0.234 0.244, p = 0.496
NTEES 0.749*, p = 0.013 0.458, p = 0.183
RFESA 0.355, p = 0.314 0.043, p = 0.905
RDInEE �0.324, p = 0.361 �0.333, p = 0.348
RDOutES 0.460, p = 0.181 0.441, p = 0.202

Table 12
Summary of experiments with correlated measures.

Measure Definition Significant
correlations
understandability

Significant
correlations
modificability

NAP Number of activities in the
ETL process model

NEE Number of inputs elements
in ETL process model

NES Number of outputs
elements in ETL process
model

Exp. # 1, Exp. # 2,
Exp. # 3, Exp. # 4

Exp. # 1, Exp.
# 2, Exp. # 4

NFES Number of input and output
flows in the ETL process
model

Exp. # 1, Exp. # 3,
Exp. # 4

Exp. # 1

NET Number of time elements in
the ETL process model

Exp. # 4

NEM Number of merge elements
in the ETL process model

Exp. # 1, Exp. # 3,
Exp. # 4

Exp. # 1, Exp.
# 2, Exp. # 3

NEF Number of fork elements in
the ETL process model

Exp. # 3

NEJ Number of join elements in
the ETL process model

NOSEF Number of output objects in
a fork element in the ETL
process model

NOEEJ Number of input objects in a
join element in the ETL
process model

Exp. # 3

NODS Number of data store
elements in the ETL process
model

Exp. # 2

NTEES Total number of input and
output elements in the ETL
process model
NTEES = NEE + NES

Exp. # 1, Exp. # 2,
Exp. # 3, Exp. # 4

Exp. # 1, Exp.
# 2, Exp. # 4

RFESA Ratio of input and output
flows for each activity in the
ETL process model
RFESA ¼ NFES

NAP

RDInEE Ratio of dependencies of
input elements in the ETL
process model
RDInEE ¼ NEE

NTEES

RDOutES Ratio of dependencies of
output elements in the ETL
process model
RDOutES ¼ NES

NTEES
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According to the results obtained for the fourth experiment pre-
sented in Table 11, a correlation exists (rejecting the hypothesis
H0u), between the understandability times and the measures NES,
NFES and NEM. Regarding the time employed by the subjects in
the modification of the diagrams, the correlation analysis indicates
that only the measures NES, NET and NTEES have a correlation
with modifiability.

6. Discussion

Once the individual experiments had been carried out, we per-
formed a global analysis of the results in the context of the family
of experiments to determine whether the general goal of the
empirical validation had been achieved. A general summary of
the results obtained in each individual experiment is provided in
Table 12.

Four experiments were performed in which 94 subjects belong-
ing to the following groups participated: undergraduate students
and systems engineers. According to the results, the following gen-
eral conclusions were obtained:

� The measures NES (number of outputs elements in ETL process
model), NFES (number of input and output flows in the ETL process
model), NEM (number of merge elements in the ETL process model)
and NTEES (total number of input and output elements in the ETL
process model) are valid measures which can be used as ETL pro-
cess model maintainability indicators. This significant group of
measures was correlated in at least three of four the experi-
ments with the dependent variables studied.
� The measures NODS (number of data store elements in the ETL
process model) and NEF (number of fork elements in the ETL
process model) were correlated with the understandability
time in the second and third experiment respectively. As a
result, it would appear that NODS and NEF could also be
a useful understandability indicator, but it is necessary to
confirm this with new empirical studies focused on these
measures.
� The measures NFES (number of input and output flows in the ETL

process model) and NOEEJ (number of input objects in a join ele-
ment in the ETL process model) were correlated with the modifi-
ability time in the first experiment and third experiment
respectively. As a result, it would appear that NFES and NOEEJ
could also be useful modifiability indicators, but it is necessary
to confirm this with new empirical studies focused on these
measures.
� It was expected that some measures were correlated. Specifi-

cally, the measure NAP does not appear correlated with neither
the time of understandability or maintainability. However, this
measure seems to be important in an ETL process model and the
reason why it lacks correlation with understandability and
maintainability could be that the variation in the values of this
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measure in the models used in the material has not been signif-
icant enough. This should be considered as future work in the
planning of new families of experiments.
� The measures NEE (number of inputs elements in ETL process

model), NET (number of time elements in the ETL process model),
NEJ (number of join elements in the ETL process model), NOSEF
(number of output objects in a fork element in the ETL process
model), NOEEJ (number of input objects in a join element in the
ETL process model), RFESA (ratio of input and output flows for each
activity in the ETL process model), RDInEE (ratio of dependencies of
input elements in the ETL process model) and RDOutES (ratio of
dependencies of output elements in the ETL process model) are
not correlated with understandability and modifiability. In
future studies these measures could also be taken into account
to demonstrate whether they really have an influence, or they
could be definitively discarded.
� The results also suggest that ETL process models used as mate-

rial in the experiments are reliable and valid to evaluate the
proposed measures. However, additional variables may be
added and new experiments should be performed. It is worth
to point out that our family of experiments aims to provide a
base to determine the impact of measurable variables, such as
the understandability and maintainability in the ETL process
models.
� Apart from structural complexity of ETL process models, there

may be other factors that could threaten the validity of our exper-
iments. Importantly, we were concerned about the layout of the
models. Our hypothesis is that we are using well-known stan-
dards such as UML activity diagrams, and we believe that layout
hardly affects measures or subjects’ ability to complete the pro-
posed tasks, since our subjects have in all cases knowledge about
this standard. However, our future work will consider experi-
ments which take into account layout properties of UML activity
diagrams in a broad sense in order to prove our hypothesis.

Running a family of experiments (including replications) rather
than a single experiment provides us with more evidence of exter-
nal validity and thus allows us to generalize the study results. The
same hypotheses were tested and confirmed in four different envi-
ronments using two different experimental objects. Each replica-
tion provided further evidence of the confirmation of the
hypotheses. Thus, we can conclude that the general goal of the
empirical validation has been achieved.
7. Conclusion and future work

In this paper we have proposed and validated a set of represen-
tative measures to evaluate the usability and maintainability of
ETL process models. Theoretical validation has been performed
by applying two frameworks: Briand et al. [7] and DISTANCE
[30,31]. These kinds of validations are important because they
are a prerequisite to show the utility of a measure which is the
main purpose of an empirical validation. It is clear that both empir-
ical and theoretical validations, as they are defined above, are nec-
essary and complementary.

In order to empirically validate the measures proposed we car-
ried out a family of experiments from which we obtained significant
conclusions. These experiments are focused on the relationship be-
tween the proposed measures and the understandability and modi-
fiability of ETL process models. In order to analyze this relationship,
it was necessary to take into consideration the time the subjects took
to carry out the tasks in relation to usability (in particular under-
standability) and maintainability (in particular modifiability).

As a result of this study, we can conclude that the measures
NES, NFES, NEM and NTEES are good maintainability indicators.
More maintainable ETL process models can benefit the develop-
ment of the DW in the following ways:

� Easing the reflection of the changes between the models.
� Reducing costs and effort necessary to change the models.

In the near future, we plan to carry out a case study in enter-
prise environments. We plan to investigate the generalization of
the results obtained in the context of ETL process models. We also
plan to motivate other researchers to replicate our study.
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Appendix A

Questionnaire for ETL process model (understandability).

A.1. Questionnarie 1

Write down the starting hour (indicate hh:mm:ss) ———-

1. Answer the follow question:

1. —————– Could the SurrogateSales activity be carried out with-
out previously carrying out the SummedSales activity?
2. —————– Would the load of the Total of Online Sales of Tickets
be an output product of the SalesLoader activity?

3. —————– Does the ETL process finish once the ProductLoader,
SalesLoader and TimeLoader activities have been carried out?

4. —————– Could the process be carried out if the SummedSales
operation was not carried out?

5. —————– Should the attributes be grouped in order to com-
plete the SummedSales activity?

Write down the ending (indicate hh:mm:ss) ————-
Questionnaire for ETL process model (modifiability).

A.2. Questionnarie 2

Assignments
Write down the starting hour (indicate hh:mm:ss) ———

1. Make the necessary modifications for the following
requirements:

1. A time condition must be included in each load activity.
2. A new activity, SalesFilter, must be included after the Summed-
Sales activity, which receives as input the information gener-
ated fromSummedSales.

3. A new activity, SalesDiscard, must be included to determine
which Sales data are not correct. This activity must be after
the SalesLoad activity and before the Sales Fact table.

4. A new activity, ProductsConversion, must be executed before the
ProductsLoad activity.

Write down the ending hour (indicate hh:mm:ss)
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